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AMS :: ATX is a blog dedicated to

 representing the many activities and

 interests of the department of

 American Studies at The University

 of Texas at Austin. Together with the

 department’s Twitter feed, this blog

 exists to serve the AMS and Austin

 communities by acting as a hub for

 up-to-date information on events and

 opportunities at UT and beyond.
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Email Subscription
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 to this blog and receive notifications

 of new posts by email.

Join 2,067 other followers

On Facebook

On Facebook

 will offer a workshop on academic

 performance at 12:00pm in GAR 1.134.

 This workshop is intended for graduate

 students and early career academics who

 would like to build their presentations

 skills or who experience a bit of academic

 “stage fright.”

 

Dr. Herrera sent us the following

 description of this workshop:

This performance workshop is

 designed specifically for early

 career academics encountering

 some measure of “stage fright”

 or “performance anxiety”

 around essential academic

 performances like job talks,

 conference presentations, and
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 defenses. After introducing

 several simple techniques

 borrowed from actor and voice

 training, this workshop

 rehearses how such

 performance techniques might

 also be applicable to high-

pressure moments of academic

 performance.

RSVP for this workshop by e-mailing Chad

 Crawford at

 chad.crawford@austin.utexas.edu.
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